
 

  
 

The Annual General Meeting of the Dutch Spotted Sheep UK was held within the Directors’ Room at Carlisle 

Market on Saturday 9th November 2019 at 1pm 

1. Welcome and Opening Comments 
The Chairman welcomed 20 members to the meeting and thanked them for coming along. The Society had a 
good year and we were looking ahead to 2020. 
2. Apologies for absence 
3. To confirm the minutes of 2018 AGM held on 30th August 2018 
The minutes were confirmed as a correct copy.  
4. Business arising from these minutes. 
There was no business arising from the minutes as some of the points would be covered later in the agenda. 
5. Chairman’s Report. 
The Chairman, Keith Harryman reported that the Association had a very good year and now had around 120 
members. Rachel Buckle had agreed to come on board and she would be dealing with all future membership 
and registration queries. Fiona Sloan had taken on the administrative workings of the Association and both 
were happy to continue in their roles.  
Thanks to Pam Parker, who had been the secretary for the past three years and had recently stood down.  
The Chairman hoped that the trustees and members would all come together and continue to promote the 
breed going forward and he looked forward to a good year in 2020.  
6. Treasurer’s Report & Accounts 

As I was not treasurer for DSSUK in the year ending April 2019, I can only report on the result at year end and 

there was again a small increase in the bank balance at the year end of £2037, which when added to the 

positive balance of £3101 from the year before, left the Society with £5138 in the bank. 

Obviously, we are now half-way through another financial year and as the Society has grown, income increases 

naturally from a larger number of member subscriptions and sheep registrations.  Turnover will of course be 

much lower this coming year due to there being no society import, but obviously that also means that costs 

will be reduced accordingly. 

I have a few cheques to bank, but current bank balance after these are deposited and outstanding liabilities 

are paid, (ie, un-presented payments) is around £13500 which stands us in good stead to meet any liabilities 

and able to continue with promotions, such as breed stands at shows and exhibitions.  We are sticking with 

online banking and cheques for now as we have a good charity account with no banking charges.  Paypal has 

been suspended as it is expensive, fiddly to administrate and we need to keep costs down.  

There are a number of members with invoices outstanding and I ask that members settle these with haste.  

Many of these are outstanding from before I took over.  I personally do not think a society should give credit 

and it needs to be remembered that until invoices are paid, technically the transaction, that is registrations 

etc. shouldn’t take place and that members are not members until their membership fee is actually paid. 

The society prefers online payments wherever possible but make sure you use your membership number and 

flock name as reference wherever possible please as it helps with accurate allocation.  The best reference is 

the “account” reference on your invoices, this is always the three digits of your flock number and the first four 

letters from your flock name, eg. 003HIGH 

7. Election of Trustees. 
The votes had been collected independently by The Galloway Cattle Society who presented the results 
immediately before the meeting. 
The voting was very close but the three new members would be Brian Davies Ty-Gwyn , Edward Adamson, 
Kilroot and Graham Jackson, Mount Pleasant.  
8. Reappointment / Appointment of Accountants:   
J T Rennie & Co Dumfries  
Treasurer: Penny Eminson 
Chairman: Keith Harriman  
Secretary: Fiona Sloan 
9. Any Other Business  
Fiona thanked the meeting for her appointment and read the items for discussion which had been received 
prior to the meeting. The meeting discussed each and the undernoted points were made to take forward to 
the next Trustees meeting.   
 
 

 



 
Points From Sarah Grieg Lane Farm Flock  

1. Look at new sale centres 
In light of the current sales that have been organised for this current year, would it be useful to have 
an additional DSS sale around Worcester / Midlands area earlier in the season in order for rams to be 
marketed more widely in the UK as well as females prior to tupping season. Even though Carlisle is an excellent 
showcase auction, it is not an easy trip for everybody.  

 
Points 
Easier for buyers to look at the breed in other areas, particularly further south. 
Agree we need another sale. .We have to watch sale dates. Any new sale must come after Carlisle. 
Worcester and Welshpool should be considered 
Multi breed sale preferred. 
 

2. Regional Trustees 
As the membership increases, we should consider electing trustees based in each region, these would be 
regionally selected and voted in to make sure there is representation from each area on the board and provide 
a first point of contact for members within each respective region. This system would be much in line with that 
modelled within other sheep societies, e.g Lleyn. 
 
Points 
Look at regional representatives to cover local shows 
Voting procedure needed looked at. 
Check with Grassroots on search for members in an area.  
 

3. Building on from Point 2 above  
As we move forward, there should also be some clarity in the role of each Trustee. For example, who would we 
approach to find out about approved judges? Advise on promoting the breed locally including local show 
classes etc, and even getting these shows then listed on DSS website. Before Pam leaving this year, it was clear 
who to contact as she was both Society Secretary and promotions officer (in productive role even if not in 
name). At this moment in time, it is unclear of the role of any trustee, bar chairman and treasurer (and of 
course, we are lacking a secretary) Clarity of role would provide a clear and transparent framework as the 
society grows and possible future emerging issues such as a tightening of breed standard (for a quick example) 
would then be able to develop under smaller sub-committees. 
 
Points from Steven Girvan Bishopsbrae flock 

1.Sheep Imports  
I request a discussion between members on the continued importation of considerable amounts of spotted 
Dutch sheep into GB and Ireland from Europe, being sold directly to members or in society sales, some without 
pedigrees? By a small number of people, flooding the market for a quick return to the detriment of our own 
breeders . some are also coming to the UK with disease implications for future buyers. Is this the direction 
members wish to take? Surely at this point the society as a whole should be discouraging this practice with 
enough breeding stock /bloodlines now available. The quick buck should be stopped, with these people having 
little interest in the club or breeding pedigree livestock.  
Proposal: To charge for importation sheep at registration, have limited numbers to each member, must have a 
pedigree at point of sale either privately or society sale.  
Our sheep in GB and Ireland have a high health status - MV/ Brucella ovis and blue tongue free, at least, the 
sheep being imported should be of the same standard or higher  
Points 
The quick buck is taking precedence over breeding and we need to be singing from the same hymn sheet.   
Brucella Ovis is surveyed every year.  Animal health needs to be kept at the forefront.  
Pedigrees must be delivered with the sheep.  Delivery without paperwork should not be allowed.  
People only in it for sale and move on.  
Increase cost of import fee  
There should be a limit on the number of rams imported. Increasing in importation fee, would act as a barrier 
to the inferior sheep coming in.  
Importer should pay the fee. Currently £80 fee. We need to look at joining this when the two Societies join. 
Suggested £150 plus registration to be paid by the importer. Suggestion that it should be higher at £300.  
They should have a pedigree available when they come. 
 



 
2. Photographs of sheep x4 to be sent to the society at registration. 

This in my option is only adding to the work-load of members and an over stretched secretary, proving nothing 
and in the long term storage problems for the society and a security risk from a cyber-attack also GDPR, 
General Data Protection Regulation. If both parents are registered pedigree Dutch spotted sheep this is a non- 
starter?? Pictures prove nothing other than it is a black and white sheep and not necessarily  the sheep being 
registered. 99% of members are trustworthy and honest. This adds nothing but work to an already burdened 
membership 
Points 
It worked originally to standardise the breed when being imported. Doesn’t prove anything. 
Points from Gill, Roger and Sian Jones Flock 55 
Would the DSS members at the AGM consider the following proposal in order to improve representation of 
the membership? 
I propose that in future the trustees are elected on an area basis. We can have geographical areas such as 
Scotland, Northern England, Southern England, Wales, Ireland. Each area would have two trustees who would 
be voted for only by the members within that area. The representative trustees should live in the area they are 
to represent, and be elected by the members within that area, as is the norm with other sheep societies - such 
as Beltex and Lleyn sheep societies. 
This would promote closer links between the trustees and their area members, as each trustee would be more 
available to the members in their area. The trustee would also have local knowledge of the issues affecting 
sheep farming in their area. Having a spread of trustees across the UK/Ireland would also improve and 
promote the breed more widely. 
POINT 
This had been previously discussed (see above)  
Upcoming Sales 
Worcester Sale 7th Dec 
 Carlisle 13th Dec. Entries still Open for Carlisle. 
Inspection guidelines 
Guidelines on inspections should be written in catalogues. 
Teeth testicles and mobility. 
Improve communications on inspection with vets and members.  
Grateful thanks   
Thanks Gordon and Penny Troup for their work as Secretary and as Trustees. Thanks to Pam for the work she’s 
done in driving the Society forward.   


